### 1 | Storage
Store packed, on a dry and level surface.

### 2 | Profile surface finishes
- **Colorpan:** Single-colour coating based on an acrylic paint system.
- **Dekopan Plus:** Wood decor with transparent acrylic coating. When stored in damp conditions (e.g., kept outdoors wrapped in film packaging), the paint layer might undergo partial changes, giving it a milky appearance. These disappear completely once the profiles have dried. The resistance of the paint system is not affected. The environmentally-friendly acrylic coating is finally cured by the effects of weathering.

### 3 | Handling
Please note to avoid scratches during assembly: Profiles should always be lifted completely and with care, do not pull or push over surfaces. Please ensure clean working conditions before cutting and during handling.

### 4 | Cutting
Use a carbide-tipped saw blade with teeth less than 15 mm apart.

### 5 | The principle of rear ventilation
A minimum ventilation gap of 20 mm with openings to and from the rear ventilation must be provided.

### 6 | Distance between fixing points
From 3 points of support upwards:
- X = 625 mm
- with only 2 points of support
- X = 300 mm
- Projecting length of profile max. 100 mm.

### 7 | Means of fixing
Use only WERZALIT screws, stainless steel A2, 3.5 x 30 mm. The screws may only be screwed in until the screw head rests against the surface.

### 8 | Longitudinal expansion
Allow about 1 – 3 mm per metre longitudinal expansion, depending on humidity and temperature.

### 9 | Butt joints and expansion joints
When profiles have to be joined (when fixed) horizontally over lengths exceeding 5.4 metres, individual profiles should not exceed 2.7 metres in length so as to keep expansion joints as narrow as possible. With profiles 2.7 metres long a 10 mm wide expansion joint is needed.

### 10 | Connections
Clearance at least 10 mm.

### 11 | Direction of laying
When laid horizontally or diagonally, the grooved profile edge should always be at the bottom.

### 12 | Treatment of cut edges
All cut edges exposed to weathering must be treated thoroughly with WERZALIT sealant without leaving open pores.

### 13 | Cleaning
Clean only with water and a liquid detergent. Never use an abrasive cleaner.

### 14 | Mounting instructions
For further information, please see the WERZALIT price list and the installation instructions for facade profiles Selektta.

### 15 | Queries
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GB - Kent BR1 3PN
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